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Abstract (en)
The present invention discloses a train water supply device and a control method thereof. The train water supply device includes a clear water
tank, a water tank I, a water tank II, an ejector, a connecting pipeline and valve elements, wherein the water tank I is connected with the clear
water tank and the water tank II through a water suction pipeline and an intermediate pipeline respectively, the water tank II is connected with a
water consumption appliance through a water supply pipeline, an upper part of the water tank I is connected with a vacuumizing opening of the
ejector and an air source of a train through a vacuumizing pipeline and a vacuumizing air supply pipeline I respectively; the upper part of the water
tank II is connected with the atmosphere and the air source of the train through an exhaust pipeline I and a water supply and air supply pipeline II
respectively; the water tank I is provided with a liquid level switch I and a liquid level switch II from top to bottom, and the water tank II is provided
with a liquid level switch III, a liquid level switch IV and a liquid level switch V from top to bottom; and the train water supply device can continuously
supply water, is reliable in operation and low in maintenance cost, has no special pressure bearing requirements on the clear water tank, and can be
installed at the bottom of the train according to demand.
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